Pentagon City Submit-a-Slide Results
• This exercise was open to all – with the request that participants submit-a-slide
with their ideas, concerns, and interests for Pentagon City. We provided a
template, but respondents brought new creativity.
• We heard from groups like Livability 22202, EcoAction Arlington, National
Landing BID, Sustainable Mobility for Arlington County, Embracing Arlington Arts,
and the Pentagon Memorial Fund as well as from individuals. We greatly
appreciate all who took the time to respond.
• We’re making all of the submittals available here for your review and interest.
• The next step in the Pentagon City Planning Study will be Public Workshop #2 on
Wednesday, December 9 at 6 pm. This meeting will review draft planning
principles for Pentagon City.
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Ben D - Pentagon City
Gains
• A pedestrian and
bike priority
neighborhood
• A new metro
entrance
• Shorter blocks
• More permeability
across and between
blocks
• More and diverse
housing
• Green centering
areas for gathering
and recreation
• Density that tapers
to Aurora Highlands
• Civic and community
spaces and a school
1

Perspective:
My
is Brandon.
Tellname
us your
name or I
live
in Parc View,
organization
and an
apartment
somethingbuilding
about your
adjacent
to
Virginia
perspective that you
Highlands
Park. I walk
think is important.
through Pentagon City
every day.
• A few recommendations:

Legend

• Urban Design: emphasize
sustainability by emplacing
more tree/plan life along
some of the main corridors
in Pentagon City.

=Potential park space

• Density - rather than solely
thinking about density of
people/spaces, add a
metric for density of trees.

=Potential new tree placement

• Open Space-reclaim even
small areas (area adjacent
to the Macy’s) for more
tree/plant life.
• Equity-Be inclusive to
people in and traveling
through the community
who may not have access
to parks and can enjoy
some greenery.
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Perspective:
Tell us your name or
Nancy Iacomini
organization
and
something about your
Long-time Arlington
perspective
that you
resident
and fan of
think
is important.
Mid-Century Modern

• You can insert an
image, include links,
•whatever
The plexi-glass
murals
is relevant
to in
the perspective
Crystal City
your
Underground are cool.
• You can ask a question
•you
Since
weuswill
want
to probably
address
lose
all
or
most
of the
during the planning
mid-century buildings in
process.
Crystal City, keeping
• Go
crazymurals
– this is a great
these
template
is just to help
way to remember
the
get
you started!
Mid-Century
architecture.
• These 1970s murals
were done by a
Philadelphia company –
Tattersfield and Assoc.
Shirley Tattersfield.
designed murals for
commercial buildings all
over America, including
the Travelers’ Insurance
Pavilion at the 19641965 New York World’s
Fair.
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Perspective:
Tell us your name or
Nancy Iacomini
organization
and
something about your
Long-time Arlington
perspective
that you
resident
and fan of
think
is important.
Mid-Century Modern

• You can insert an
image, include links,
•whatever
The plexi-glass
murals
is relevant
to in
the perspective
Crystal City
your
Underground are cool.
• You can ask a question
•you
Since
weuswill
want
to probably
address
lose
all
or
most
of the
during the planning
mid-century buildings in
process.
Crystal City, keeping
• Go
crazymurals
– this is a great
these
template
is just to help
way to remember
the
get
you started!
Mid-Century
architecture.
• These 1970s murals
were done by a
Philadelphia company –
Tattersfield and Assoc.
Shirley Tattersfield.
designed murals for
commercial buildings all
over America, including
the Travelers’ Insurance
Pavilion at the 19641965 New York World’s
Fair.
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My name is Nancy Iacomini — and I’m a former Arlington Planning Commissioner and also served on the County’s Transportation Commission as well as its Historical
Affairs and Landmark Review Board (HALRB.)
Over the years I’ve come to really appreciate Mid-Century design. I know that we will
most likely lose our examples of that style in Crystal City. We already lost the “paper
clip” building that was on Army Navy Drive where the new LCOR building is now.
I know there are a lot of challenges with the renovation and/or re-use of mid-century
structures so I’m not going to make a plea to keep them all.
But what I have been captivated by are a series of plex-glass murals (I think that’s the
material) done by the Philadelphia studio of Shirley Tattersfield that are in the Crystal
City Underground.
I had not known of her work - but she was apparently prolific from the late 1950s1990s with works for commercial buildings - including the Travelers’ Insurance
Pavilion at the 1964 NYC World’s Fair

1. Biophilic design is compatible with all normal
functional requirements.
2. Density changes the valuation and importance of
space, especially horizontal spaces. Ground-level
footprints can be offset by creating on-structure
surfaces with usable natural spaces for the same
purposes.
• You
can insert
an
3.
Natural
features
can create spaces and places with
image,
include
identity
andlinks,
high value (biophilic and monetary) for
whatever is relevant to
all parties.
your perspective
4. Topography should be leveraged for design interest
• You
ask a question of opportunities for nature to be
andcanenhancement
you
want us toin
address
integrated
built environments.
during the planning
process.

BIOPHILIC
DESIGN IDEAS FOR PENTAGON CITY
• Go crazy – this
template is just to help
examples of biophilic features in
get youFor
started!
recently approved developments in
Arlington, see the county project webpages
for:
—Artis Senior Living in north Arlington
—MetPark in Crystal City
—Marriott Hotel and Residences in Rosslyn
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David Howell

Urban agriculture on rooftops

Placemaking in Seattle

-Use native plants, organic contours, and intentionally designed
sightlines to enhance biophilic benefit, create a more human scale,
obscure oversize blocks of built structure, and define spaces and
pathways.
-Select building materials with environmental and natural benefit,
from permeable pavers and natural stormwater features to birdfriendly facades to reduced lighting that is not necessary for safety,
security and navigation.
-Surface parking is a use of horizontal space that cannot are
justified in high density areas. Smaller footprints and decking can
allow multiple uses of the same footprint, including as dog parks,
casual use parks, and even recreational park.
-Biophilc benefit potential includes considering materials and
design indoors and between indoors and out.

We need
diverse and
livable housing
choices
What will support that?
Local transit should
include an LEV circulator
to serve Metro and high
population areas,
including community
centers and libraries

Perspective:
Janet Kopenhaver,
Tell us your name or
President, Embracing
organization and
Arlington Arts.
something about your
perspective that you
think is important.
• You can insert an
• Here is a rendering of
image, include links,
what a quality, flexible
whatever is relevant to
performing arts/black
your perspective
box venue could look like
part
ofask
a development
•asYou
can
a question
project
in
Pentagon
City.
you want us to address

during the planning
• Among the stakeholder
process.
partners and users:
for
•National
Go crazyConservatory
– this
Dramatic
Arts
(daytime
template is just to help
tenant)
student
get youwhose
started!
body is 70% persons of
color; 3-4 professional
theater organizations;
only contemporary opera
company that now has to
perform out of DC due to
dearth of venues; dance
company who has to go
to Maryland to teach
classes; improv classes;
gallery; Civic Associations
for meetings; church for
Sunday rental; and more.
Envision this as an active,
busy, vibrant arts hub!

Perspective:
Jeffrey
Tell us Williams
your name or
26 yr resident of the James
organization and
Building – River House
something
about your
Apartments
.
perspective that you
think is important.
You
can insert
an
• •The
Pentagon
City Mall
image,a superblock
include links,
created
that
whatever
is relevant to
pushes
neighborhood
pedestrians
into undesirable
your perspective
walking routes.
• You can ask a question

• If the Pentagon City Mall is
you to
want
us tothen
address
going
continue,
I would
during
like
to seethe
the planning
Mall split into
process.
northern
and southern
sections with a restored 12th
bisecting
the sections.
•streets
Go crazy
– this

template is just to help

• I want a completed 12th Street
youway
started!
allget
of the
from Long
Bridge to Lynn with the portion
from Hayes to Lynn being a
primarily a pedestrian
walkway.
• A green roof for the existing
Pentagon City Mall and
associated parking structure
would be very welcome.
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Perspective:
Jeffrey Williams
Tell us your name or
26 yr resident of the James
organization
and
Building
– River House
Apartments
. Retired
something
aboutinyour
2019
perspective that you
think is important.

Bad

You retirement
can insertI am
anprimarily
• •Since
include
links,
a image,
walker. My
favorite
whateverisisthe
relevant
to
destination
Long Bridge
Promenade.
The
two
best
your perspective
walking routes are
•problematic.
You can ask a question
youNavy
wantDrive
us to
address
th street
• Army
to 12
thewalk
planning
isduring
a desolate
through a
process.
concrete/asphalt
desert only
made interesting by dodging
exiting
the many lane
•the
Gocars
crazy
– this
parking
mall
entrance.
template is just to help

get you
started!
• I desire
a walking
experience
closer to that depicted in the
lower two pictures. Wider walk
ways with greenery and some
separation from roadway.

Better
Pentagon City Planning Study

Better

Bad

Perspective:
Jeffrey
Tell us Williams
your name or
26 yr resident of the James
organization and
Building – River House
something
about your
Apartments
.
perspective that you
think is important.
can insert
• •AnYou
alternative
walk an
route to
image,
include
Long
Bridge
Park is links,
to walk
whatever
is relevant
through
Pentagon
Row andto
then
Pentagon
City Mall
your
perspective
• •You
better
way
You
canknow
ask athequestion
because the route is not
you want
us to address
intuitive.
It requires
during the
planning
negotiating
escalators
in the
process.
mall,
a walkway through the
garage, then left up the stairs
a street
to the parking
•toGo
crazynext
– this
structure.
template is just to help

12th Street Entrance to Pentagon City Mall
Which way to go? Can’t go strait.

You must take the escalator down to the food court and
then find you way to the ramp which leads to the garage
walkway.

get you
started!
• I would
much
prefer a single
level pedestrian walkway
through the mall to Hayes.
Even better would be an an
outdoor pedestian only street
from Hayes to Joyce. No stairs
please.

• The pictures below show my
return walk from Long Bridge
via 12th Street through the
mall along with my comments.
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Once reaching the ground floor garage exit you
reach the long sterile passage way though the
garage. At least it is well lighted.

You have now reached the “grand”
staircase leading to an ally street
behind Pentagon Row

Perspective:
Jane
G.
Tell
us
name City
or a “15Makingyour
Pentagon
organization
and where we
minute
community”
something
about
your
can
walk, bike,
and
use transit
perspective
that
you
to access everything we need.
think is important.
• You can insert an
image, include links,
• Lower
car speeds
throughout
the
whatever
is relevant
to
neighborhood
by reducing lanes and
your perspective
creating protected pedestrian
•crossing
You canpoints.
ask a question
you want us to address
• More
housing
within walkingduring
the planning
distance
to
Metro
and bus routes by
process.
adding infill apartments on parking
•lots
Go and
crazy“missing
– this middle” in lowerdensity
neighborhood.
template
is just to help
get you started!
• Build walkable connections through
current “superblocks”

Protected
Pedestrian
Crossings

PBL to MVT via LBP
More
apartments!

Library and
Community Center
(all ages)
Walkable
connections

• Protected Bike Lane to the Mount
Vernon Trail via Long Bridge Park.

Elementary
School

• Put a new Elementary School at the
current Library site and put a fullservice library and community
center closer to the Metro in
underused commercial property.
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Reduce lanes on
Joyce and Hayes

More duplexes,
small apartments!

Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
• Making
streets feel safe
your perspective
for riders of all ages and
more
•abilities
You canrequires
ask a question
than
you just
wanttraditional
us to address
paint-only
bike
lanes.
during the planning
process.
• We already have some
trails that
•bikelanes
Go crazy &
– this
meet
that standard
(in
template
is just to help
black).
have more in
get youWe
started!
the pipeline (in gray). But
they are disconnected,
and a trip is only as
comfortable as its worst
part.
• Imagine if we connected
everything, with the
feasible segments (in
red). 22202 would have
one of the most

connected, low-stress
bike networks in the USA !
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Click here to browse map, click on segments for more
details, toggle different layers on/off

Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.

whatever is relevant to
• Note
high number of
yourthe
perspective
development sites in the
and
•pipeline
You canright
ask now,
a question
how
with red
youthey
wantoverlap
us to address
“feasible
possibilities.”
during the planning
process.
• Delivering this worldlow-stress
•class
Go crazy
– this network
would
be unprecedented
template
is just to help
inget
theyou
USA.
It would
started!
position National Landing
as a truly unique place to
live & work, and would
attract people with few
comparable options for a
low-car lifestyle.
• Unfortunately, we keep
delivering substandard
streetscapes with
development, largely
because we don’t have a
locally-scaled plan.
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Click here to browse map, click on segments for more
details, toggle different layers on/off

Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
• Syour
Hayes
Street fails for
perspective
everyone except car
park
•drivers.
You canThe
askmedian
a question
predictably
failed.
There
you want us
to address
isduring
no shade
or
shelter
the planning for
waiting
transit riders.
process.
Cars rocket down the
•three
Go crazy
– this while
thru-lanes,
template
is just to
help
buses & shuttles
jockey
getfinite
you curbside.
started! The
for
unprotected bike lanes
are a trap, in every way.

• A new S Hayes St needs
to be Pentagon City’s
main street, where all
modes converge. Rebuild
it, correctly this time.
• It is not an extension of
the 395 off-ramp,
despite how the last
rebuild looks.
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https://www.rtbf.be/info/regions/bruxelles/de
tail_pietonniser-les-quartiers-commercantsfait-il-fuir-la-clientele-non-tranche-une-etudede-l-ulb?id=10558971

Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
• Syour
Joyce
St is overbuilt for
perspective
its traffic volume and
is aa barrier.
•purpose.
You can Itask
question
Pedestrian
crossing
you want us
to address
demand
is
great,
and will
during the planning
increase
process.with River
House infill. Bike lanes
•suck.
Go crazy – this
template is just to help
• Itget
should
be a calm,
you started!
beautiful street through
mid-rise neighborhood,
not a five-lane car sewer.

• Reduce the cross-section
from five to three lanes.
Insert more crosswalks.
Protect the bike lanes
with a landscape strip
that provides more trees,
plus bioswales to take
runoff from Arl Ridge.
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
• The
car-free
travelway
your
perspective
between Arlington Ridge
•and
YouPentagon
can ask aRow,
question
proposed
of River
you wantas
uspart
to address
House
infill,
is
beautiful.
during the planning
process.
• We should have for
of
•continuous
Go crazy –corridor
this
space
for people-only,
template
is just to help
and
a similar public
get plan
you started!
space between Pentagon
Row and the Metro
entrance.
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.

whatever is relevant to
• The
blocks
of 12th Street
your
perspective
S from the Metro Station
Eads
very
popular
•toYou
canare
ask
a question
right
they
you now,
want because
us to address
make
a
critical
two-block
during the planning
connection,
process. and they
have a trail-width
•sidewalk
Go crazyon
– this
the north
template
is
just to help
side.
get you started!
• With both of these block
faces slated for
redevelopment, we must
maintain two-way
connectivity for bikes and
scooters on the north
side of the street.
• This would give ped/bike
users a place to continue
eastward from the
promenade between Arl
Ridge and the Metro.
Pentagon City Planning Study

GPS tracks of scooter trips
aggregated, from Arlington Co’s
scooter pilot report.

Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.

whatever is relevant to
• We
should
keep/improve
your
perspective
the north/south street
Pentagon
Row
•separating
You can ask
a question
and
Mall.
Butaddress
the
youthe
want
us to
intersection
with
it
and
during the planning
Joyce
is terrible for
process.
everyone
• Go crazy – this
• Single-lane
template isroundabouts
just to help
can
for
getbe
yousafer
started!
everyone, and can
handle weird
mismatched legs
• Many intersections along
Joyce may work better as
roundabouts, and we
should consider them.
But especially here.
• Roundabout center could
make a nice gateway
feature for the park.
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.

whatever is relevant to
th
• 15
S (Hayes to
yourStreet
perspective
Fern) is a terrible road.
almost
•With
You development
can ask a question
done,
and DES
you want
us tounwilling
address
toduring
reduce
lanes,
the planning
protecting
process. bike lanes
here is difficult.
• Go crazy – this
• Reapportioning
template is justin-street
to help
space
to started!
the westbound
get you
bike lane would allow
protection from cars.
• The existing eastbound
sidewalk is approximately
10’ wide, handles little
walking traffic, and is in
disrepair. Divide it into a
sidewalk-grade bike lane.
• This would require
rebuilding intersections
with Hayes and Fern.
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
th
• 15
S
yourStreet
perspective
intersections with Hayes
are
•and
YouFern
can Streets
ask a question
terrible.
you want us to address
during the planning
• The
Hayes intersection,
process.
in particular, is the
barrier
•biggest
Go crazy
– thisbetween
Aurora
Highlands
and
template
is just to
help
Pentagon
City. It is
get you started!
engineering malpractice.
• The Fern intersection is
traversed by a high
proportion of senior
citizens, people with
disabilities, and kids
walking to the schoolbus
stop on the SE corner.
• Each must be shrunk &
calmed, with tighter radii
& shorter crossings.
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Image from Alta Planning

Image from Mobility Lab

Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
• We
need
a safe and
your
perspective
inviting walking & biking
between
•connection
You can ask
a question
Pentagon
and
the
you wantCity
us to
address
Pentagon
during the planning
process.
• The Fern Street
•underpass
Go crazy –does
this not
intersect
395,
templatewith
is just
to and
help
lines
up with
the
get you
started!
Pentagon bus depot.
• Taking a southbound
lane under the freeway
would give the space for
an extra-wide trail, and
allow us to get rid of the
hazardous drop lane on
Fern south of Army-Navy
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.

whatever is relevant to
• We
need
more abrupt
your
perspective
transitions from highway
citycan
contexts.
•toYou
ask a question
you want us to address
• There
are
very
few visual
during
the
planning
orprocess.
roadway queues to
drivers as they exit the
cross Army
•highways,
Go crazy and
– this
Navy
Dr, that
theytoare
template
is just
help
entering
city.
get you astarted!
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.

whatever is relevant to
• Ayour
pedestrian
died
perspective
crossing midblock
•somewhere
You can askona this
question
section
of Fern
you want
us toStreet.
address
during the planning
• We
should learn the
process.
contributing factors, and
can do to fix
•see
Go what
crazywe
– this
the
street. is just to help
template
get you started!
• At a minimum, we should
add a midblock crossing
to break up the
superblock, add
protected bike lanes for
connectivity and to
narrow the travelway, and
narrow the Fern
intersection with Army
Navy.
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
• Where
Hayes curves and
your perspective
turns into 18th, the
of a question
•residents
You can ask
Southampton
and
the
you want us to
address
Regency
Care
home
during the planninghave
no
crosswalks to get to
process.
VH Park, Senior
•Center/Library.
Go crazy – this
template is just to help
• 4get
lanes
fit the
youdon’t
started!
context.
• Standing at 18th & Fern,
and seeing a driver going
35 get passed by a driver
going 40 coming off of
the curve, is an
intimidating sight.
• Reduce to a single lane,
calm drivers with
vegetated chicanes and
raised crosswalks.
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Perspective:
Darren B
Tell us your name or
I want my whole
organization and
family to feel safe
something about your
riding a bicycle from
perspective that you
our house in Aurora
think is important.
Highlands to
• You can insert
anywhere
& an
image, include
links,
everywhere
in 22202.
whatever is relevant to
• River
should be
your House
perspective
highly permeable for
•walking
You canand
askbiking.
a question
you want us to address
• Goal
for the
the planning
infill should
during
be
to
blend
with
the
process.
adjacent neighborhood,
•and
Go lessen
crazy –the
this‘tower on
the
green’ is
form.
template
just to help
get you started!

North-south trail,
from end of new
Kent, intersecting
with promenade,
through entire River
House campus, up
the ridge to the
corner of Lynn &
Army-Navy

Promenade from
Lynn to Joyce
Infill apartments
along Joyce St

Infill rowhouses
New streets through
River House
Kent St continued
into River House
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Shortcut trail from
Lynn to Harris Teeter
intersection

East-west trail, from
Lynn to existing VH
trail

Infill rowhouses
along Joyce St
North-south sidepath
trail along Joyce St

I agree with every single point, every arrow, and
particularly the focus on the Metro station, on this
example slide. I’ve added a public promenade
through the current Macy’s.

Perspective:
Teresa S.
Tell us your name or
organization and
Live in Pentagon City
something about your
but metro to work
perspective that you
elsewhere. Enjoy
think is important.
biking and walking in
• You
can insert an
the
neighborhood

HAYES ST - NOW

image, include links,

• Hayes
St is
way tooto
whatever
is relevant
wide!
So much
your perspective
wasted space.

• You can ask a question
you wantsome
us to address
• Remove
lanes
during the planning
by the mall
process.

• •Use
the extra
Go crazy
– thisspace
for
a bikeispath,
template
just to help
restaurant
seating,
get you started!
open park space,
sculptures, murals,
etc
• Neighborhood should
have an iconic
entrance by the
Macy’s corner
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AFTER

Example iconic &
memorable welcome
arches over roads in
other cities

Virginia
Highlands
Park:
The Front
Door?
You are walking
south on S.
Hayes St. away
from Fashion
Center. You see
what looks like a
Park? You are
tired. Is it
private? public?
Is there a bench?
It sort of looks
tempting, if it
weren’t for that
ugly transformer
sitting on the
corner.

VIRGINIA
HIGHLANDS PARK
FRONT DOOR

NOW THAT’S
MORE LIKE
IT!!!!

Transportation, the Foundation
Needed to Support Growth
 The primary purpose of this PDSP Study is to determine whether, and if so how much,
additional density could be built in Pentagon City and supported by available
infrastructure
 While other forms are important, transportation infrastructure provides the essential
foundation needed to support dense urban development by enabling large numbers
of people to move about as well as procure life’s necessities
 Pentagon City is located in a geographic bubble known as 22202, where everyone
living, working or just passing through any portion of it must utilize its common
roadway and rail transportation infrastructure, which is already fully built out

Transportation, the Foundation
Needed to Support Growth
 Only so many cars, buses and trucks can pass through the scant few portals on the
Northern and Southern borders of 22202; there are no portals on either the East or
West
 Hence this Study must begin by determining how much additional density and
population growth spread throughout 22202 and nearby can be accommodated by its
current transportation infrastructure without creating unacceptable congestion
 Thereafter, the Study will need to holistically examine the demographics of 22202’s
current population and its expected growth based on already planned and authorized
development in order to determine whether additional growth, if any, in Pentagon
City could be supported by 22202’s infrastructure

Transportation, the Foundation
Needed to Support Growth
 What we do know is that Pentagon City’s next door 22202 neighbor, Crystal City,
already has an approved Spector Plan which authorizes increasing the number of its
residential units by 100% and the square footage of its commercial buildings by 60%
in the coming years that will dramatically increase 22202’s overall population
 We also know that eleven new high rise apartment buildings already have been, or
are about to be approved for construction in Crystal City, along with two more in
Pentagon City, that 25,000 Amazon employees will soon be arriving daily on its new
HQ2 campus located in Pentagon City, and that a hotel and additional office buildings
have yet to be built in Pentagon Centre, the block in which Costco is located
 Thereafter, future growth, if any, will presumably be limited to that which 22202’s
transportation infrastructure will be able to accommodate

Organization Responses
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Livability22202 Pedestrian Connectivity
• The Livability22202 Action Plan and the subsequent Open Space Workshop
identified high quality pedestrian connectivity as a high priority for the community.
Connectivity across 22202 helps build and sustain community, encourages
walkability and promotes accessibility
• The map at right illustrates pedestrian network within the Pentagon City PDSP
Study Area that extends across the 22202 community.
• The network of pedestrian routes connects residential neighborhoods, major
open spaces, transit nodes, retail high streets, and community facilities (library,
schools, community centers).
• Public pedestrian access through privately-owned superblocks is critical to
achieving a walkable community. Examples within the study area are Pentagon
Row, Pentagon City Mall, Riverhouse, Met Park, Pen Place, Southhampton and
the Brookfield Properties office complex
• Bicycle routes complement the pedestrian walking network with many trails
supporting mixed pedestrian and cyclist use with dedicated cyclist trails, as
detailed in the Bicycle Element of the Public Space Master Plan.
• Pedestrian routes should have biophilic characteristics and support the local
ecology. Eco-corridors should have a particular focus on these qualities.
• What distinguishes a biophilic walking path from a standard sidewalk
streetscape? We might consider the following characteristics:
• Provides physical, visual and acoustic separation from the road and built
environment - one should hear birdsong on a biophilic walking path
• Dispenses with rectilinear and uniform spacing characteristics – paths meander
and trees are irregularly spaced to provide a more natural aesthetic
• Consists of native trees and plantings, with county arborist support to ensure
long, healthy life span
• Supports native wildlife, including butterflies, bees, birds and other animals.
• Highlights seasonality in the design and selection of the trail elements.
1
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Initial Release 30 Oct 2020 – Community
Review in Progress

Livability 22202
Schools Working
Group
Contact: Sheryl Eaton
sseaton1@att.net
Pre-school in
Arlington typically
doesn’t start until
age 5, and demand
for daycare is high
We would like to see
daycares put in new
residential and
commercial
buildings, to give
those who live and
work in the
neighborhood
access to quality
child care options

2
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There are around 1,000 kids under
5 in 22202 (source: Census ACS)
and fewer than 10 daycares in the
zipcode. There are none in the core
study area.

Livability 22202
Schools Working Group

Contact: Sheryl Eaton
sseaton1@att.net
APS School Capacity
Projections do not
currently include
additional student
enrollments expected
from proposed residential
development in 22202

3
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School Capacity Projections without 22202 Additional Development
• For School Year 2021-22, APS projects Oakridge and Gunston to be
over capacity
• These projections do not account for the additional residential
density being proposed, including the new development in Crystal
City, the Apex apartments, the Crystal House expansion, or the
potential Riverhouse expansion.

School

Capacity

Projection

HoffmanBoston

Permanent
Seats +/-

%
Utilized

566

538

28

95%

Oakridge

674

789

-115

117%

Gunston

992

1,176

-184

119%

Livability 22202
Schools Working Group

Contact: Sheryl Eaton
sseaton1@att.net
When the additional
enrollments from
proposed 22202 are
included, all local schools
will be over capacity
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School Capacity Projections with estimated 22202 Development
• APS Projections do not account for the surge in proposed and
planned development in 22202, shown in red boxes below.
• Based on the number of planned units, and APS approves student
generations factors, all schools that accept students from 22202 will
be over capacity.

School

Capacity

County 20192020 Projection

Oakridge
Hoffman-Boston
Gunston
Wakefield

674
566
992
2,203

643
536
1,176
2,239

County 20242025 Projection

2024 + New
22202
Development

Capacity
% 2024
(County
Projection)

Capacity % 2024
(Projection with
New 22202
Development)

871
498
1,280
2,719

1,100
621
1,438
2,889

129%
88%
129%
123%

163%
110%
145%
131%

Livability 22202 is the work of
the three civic associations of
22202 – Arlington Ridge,
Aurora Highlands, and Crystal
City.
The residents of the 22202 have
committed to tackling the
challenges facing our area with
holistic strategies based on shared
livability
to create
• Youthemes
can insert
ana
better,
more
livable
city.
image, include links,
A livable
city requires
essential to
whatever
is relevant
services/social infrastructure,
your perspective
including libraries, community
centers, daycares, and medical
• YouThese
can vital
ask components
a question
facilities.
youinfrastructure
want us toare
address
of social
inadequate
in
the
22202.
during the planning
§ Crystal
City currently lacks a
process.
library after the closure of the
•Connection
Go crazyCrystal
– thisCity Library
Branch in the Underground.

template is just to help

§

While
the Aurora
Hills
get you
started!
Community Center is centrally
located, with only two rooms,
it has insufficient space and
services to meet the need for
programming and meetings
due to population growth.

§

The supply of child daycare is
limited in the 22202, with
waiting lists that exceed a
year. Indeed a child often
must be placed on a waiting
list before conception.

§

22202 residents typically have
longer drive times to the
nearest hospital than
residents in other Arlington
County Zip Codes.

These essential services and social infrastructure, positioned thoughtfully with attention to
neighborhood needs, would enable our community to crystalize, sustain itself, and grow
P e n ta g o n C i ty P l a n n i n g S tu d y

We need diverse housing choices!
What will make them livable?
choices!
Diversity of styles,
porches and
balconies

Enough school seats
Greened walkable connections

1
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Housing that
builds
community
1

We need diverse housing choices!
What will make them livable?
Rents and buying opportunities
that are affordable

Rethink existing
structures like mall
and/or parking garage

Community spaces for shared
interests like gardening
Permanent
supportive housing
2
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Livability 22202
Schools Working
Group
Contact: Sheryl Eaton
sseaton1@att.net

There are over 4,000
residential units planned for
construction in 22202
(source: Urban Turf) , which
will significantly increase
demand for schools

Hoffman Boston
Elementary

22202 needs a new
elementary school
because of
population growth
We would like a
new neighborhood
elementary school
that is centrally
located and a
resource to the
whole community
(potentially in a
mixed use building)

1
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There are around 700 kids age 5-11
in 22202 (Source: Census ACS). For
kids in the core study area, the
zoned elementary school is on the
other side of 395

Who:

22202 Arts
•

Facilities needed to support community-focused arts education,
a home for the arts community, a stronger connection to our
rich local history, formal theater and performance venues, and a
more vibrant, arts and music-driven nightlife.

•

Possible synergies with universities and tech community

•

Community Benefit driven opportunity for multi-use Arts Facility
in 22202 as illustrated below:

What: New home for Synetic
Theater, Embracing Arlington Arts
Black Box, and other arts
organizations in 22202

How: Capital campaign by non-profit
alliance; Synetic and EAA joint facility
management

Why: National Landing is the ideal, and
soon to be most accessible, location in
Arlington. Art and Culture support
creative economy jobs.

•

Livability22202

•

Synetic Theater

•

Embracing Arlington Arts
(EAA)

•

JBG SMITH

•

National Landing BID

•

AIM

When: National Landing revitalization
and new development underway
provides near-term opportunity to plan
for Arts space

Why: To secure a future for Synetic and
to anchor Art and Culture to National
Landing. 22202 lacks arts and cultural
opportunities

Imagine:

Virginia Highlands Park
The Community Heartbeat of Pentagon City
A large civic lawn for socializing, casual
recreation, and events

Quiet contemplative spaces integrated with
native plantings

Simple accessible pathways to connect
different zones

Seamless connection to the urban core

Integrating urban agriculture

Increasing equity and social interaction

Interactive art as focal points

Pronounced and welcoming entrances

Pam VH: pedestrian advocate and 35
year resident of Aurora Highlands

P
Prioritize
Pedestrians (and
cyclists
er and transit riders)
s

Complete Connections - to
everything,
everywhere – within
p
and beyond 22202, for everyone –
e
people of all ages and abilities.

ct

Build wide pedestrian-centric
iv
boulevards
thatinsert
are safe,
• You can
an fully
accessible,
& inviting:
e:image,comfortable,
include links,
•10’ minimum width uncluttered
T zones on allismajor
relevant
to
clearwhatever
PC streets
•6’el
minimum
width lush, layered
your perspective
landscaping zones that can
l healthy mature shade
support
can
ask a and
question
trees,
street
furniture,
public
u• You
WiFi and
youcharging
want usstations
to address
s zones sufficiently wide to
•Shy
during the planning
support café zones or other
y
process.
commercial
activities
o inverted café zones and
•More
retail
open
to the
• Go
crazy
– sidewalk
this
ur
•More rounded building corners
is just to help
n template
•Protected
intersections with wide,
getped
youramps,
started!
aligned
automatic LPIs
a
•Protected bike lanes everywhere
to keep
m pedestrians safe.

e
Create a whimsical irresistible
walking
or wonderland:
•More linear parks
or
•Green, biophilic walls
•Great
g multi-functional public art
•Beautiful, quirky playgrounds
a demonstration gardens
•Linear
ni
Build spaces that we will WANT to
z
explore on foot!
at
See Pedestrians First, Institute for
io
Transportation and Development
Policy, Pedestriansfirst.itdp.org,
n
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Livability22202.org
a

Fanciful gym, Gaudi-like Mosaic
Sculptures (Simpson Park, Del
Ray)

Green Wall (PY-A),
Curved Building Corner (CC),
Linear Park (CC)

Lebanese Taverna (PC)

Simpson Park Garden (Del Ray), Art-as-seating/wall (PY-A),
The Sur Entrance (PY-A)

Perspective:
Livability22202 Transportation
Tell us your name or
access that does not prioritize
organization and
commuters (to and through 22202)
something about your
over residents
perspective that you
•think
Delaysisalong
US 1 divert traffic to parallel
important.
streets, and then into the neighborhoods

• Past County plans have promised protection
of the neighborhood streets, but there has
been limited commitment to those promises
• Crossing US 1 is often difficult due to traffic
and congestion. Local residents generally
favor grade separated roads for
convenience and safety
• Holistic solutions are necessary, particularly
at the problematic intersections. 23rd
Street is currently on the fringes of at least
two separate projects or studies, without a
comprehensive solution for the problem
• Residents are often forced to drive short
distances across US 1 as the only viable
alternative
• Enforcement is limited or non-existent on US
1 and parallel streets, complicating the
situation
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Livability22202
Transportation
Perspective:
Safe,
connected,
Tell us
your name or
comfortable
organizationnetworks
and
for
walking
and
something about your
bicycling
for all
ages.
perspective
that
you
Frequent
direct transit
think is important.
for residents and
• You canLess
insertdriving.
an
visitors.
image, include links,

• High-frequency,
direct, to
whatever is relevant
reliable
buses
to
places
your perspective
outside 22202, and
within
•circulating
You can ask
a question

you want us to address

• Walkability means safe,
during the planning
accessible, spacious, direct,
process.
biophilic places with
adjacent activity to walk
•everywhere,
Go crazy –for
this
everyone

template is just to help
get
youstreet
started!
• No
more
capacity than

needed (both intersections &
midblock) to move forecast
traffic at a safe speed w/o
undue delay

• Hayes St at Metro becomes
a real multimodal hub
• Protected bike lanes & trails
throughout to make biking a
true option for all
• New neighbors & workers
bring fewer cars
1
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Left: Vast expanse of Hayes St rebuilt as an outdoor hub for all modes and people, and a true main boulevard.
Top center: Connected network of biking facilities comfortable for all ages and abilities of riders, not just the fearless.
Top left: Attractive direct biophilic walking connections to where people want & need to go. Cars optional.
Above: Intersections, such as those along 15th, rebuilt to minimize driver turning speeds and ped crossing length.

Perspective:
Tell us your name or
organization and
something about your
perspective that you
think is important.
• You can insert an

• EcoAction
image, includeArlington
links,
whatever
is
relevant
is a community to
your perspective
nonprofit
working
protect
•to
You
can ask a question
you want us toair,
address
Arlington's
during the planning
water,
and open
process.
spaces.
• Go crazy – this
templatemore
is just toathelp
• Learn
get you started!

ecoactionarlington.
org.org.
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Fight Climate Change – Build Carbon Zero
Carbon neutrality as a fundamental principle for Pentagon
City’s transformation
High-efficiency buildings – 40-50 percent improvement over
current levels
 All electric building systems and appliances
 New buildings oriented to maximize solar benfits/climate
responsive design
 Onsite solar and support for offsite growth of renewables to green
the grid
 Robust electric vehicle charging infrastructure
 Public transportation hub
 Walkable and bikeable community
 Use natural solutions to save energy and reduce the urban heat
island effect


Perspective:
Rob Mandle,
Tell us your name or
National Landing BID
organization and
•something
Unified Urbanabout
Center:
your
Opportunity
to
create
a
perspective that you
seamless urban center
think
is important.

via the transformation of
1 into
a people•Route
You can
insert
an
focused
urban
boulevard.
image, include links,
whatever is relevant
to
th Street:
• Destination
12
your perspective
Orient new open space
retail to
•and
Youground-floor
can ask a question
focus
activity
and
energy
you want us to address
th
along
12theStreet
to
during
planning
create
a
new
destination
process.
entertainment and retail
•corridor.
Go crazy – this
template is just to help
• Access
Talent/Jobs:
get youtostarted!
Enhance access to talent
and lower cost housing
by embracing frequent,
convenient, reliable
urban transit to connect
Pentagon City with the
Columbia Pike Corridor
where population is
expected to double by
2040.
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20,000+ additional
residents by 2040

~30,000 additional
jobs by 2040
Approved Metropolitan Park Design

Access to Talent/Jobs: Link 20,000 additional residents along Columbia Pike to
opportunities provided by 30,000 additional jobs in National Landing

Philadelphia, PA
Destination 12th Street: Deliver a new destination corridor by
strategically planning and designing for an activated 12th Street
with a vibrant mix of uses including shopping, restaurants, and
entertainment while providing natural and seamless connections
to adjacent open spaces and parks.

Concept A – Reimagine Route 1 Report
Unified Urban Center: Transform Route 1 from a divider into a uniter by delivering a
boulevard for the people with safe east-west street connections that incorporate
next generation mobility solutions for cycling, scooting, and walking.

Perspective:
Perspective:
Tell us your name or
Jim Laychak,
organization and
Executive Director,
something about your
Pentagon Memorial
perspective that you
Fund, Inc.
think is important.
Wk: 703.627.8071
• You can insert an
Email:
image, include links,
jlaychak@pentagonm
whatever is relevant to
emorial.org
your perspective
www.911pmf.org
• You can ask a question
you want us to address
Area
north
Pentagon
during
theof
planning
Cityprocess.
once:
• •Arlington
Go crazyNational
– this
Cemetery
template Southern
is just to help
Expansion
Project is
get you started!
completed.
• Columbia Pike and Joyce
Street are re-aligned.
• The 9/11 Pentagon
Memorial Visitor
Education Center
(PMVEC) is open in the
area circled in red. The
PMVEC is a project led by
the Pentagon Memorial
Fund, Inc.
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Perspective:
Perspective:
Tell us your name or
Jim Laychak,
organization and
Executive Director,
something about your
Pentagon Memorial
perspective that you
Fund, Inc.
think is important.
Wk: 703.627.8071
• You can insert an
Email:
image, include links,
jlaychak@pentagonm
whatever is relevant to
emorial.org
your perspective
www.911pmf.org
• You can ask a question
you want us to address
• Site plan of 9/11
during the planning
Pentagon Memorial
process.
Visitor Education Center
intersection
•atGo
crazy – thisof realigned
Columbia
Pike
template
is just to
help
and
Joyce
Street.
get you started!
• Will include tour bus drop
off location, separated
from surface parking with
pedestrian walkway and
entry plaza.
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Perspective:
Perspective:
Tell us your name or
Jim Laychak,
organization and
Executive Director,
something about your
Pentagon Memorial
perspective that you
Fund, Inc.
think is important.
Wk: 703.627.8071
• You can insert an
Email:
image, include links,
jlaychak@pentagonm
whatever is relevant to
emorial.org
your perspective
www.911pmf.org
• You can ask a question
you want us
to address
• Rendering
showing
during the9/11
planning
completed
process.
Pentagon Memorial
Visitor Education Center,
•from
Go crazy
– this
above,
facing south,
template
is
on west side just
of to help
get you started!
Washington
Blvd (Rt 27)
and realigned access
ramps.
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Perspective:
Perspective:
Tell us your name or
Jim Laychak,
organization and
Executive Director,
something about your
Pentagon Memorial
perspective that you
Fund, Inc.
think is important.
Wk: 703.627.8071
• You can insert an
Email:
image, include links,
jlaychak@pentagonm
whatever is relevant to
emorial.org
your perspective
www.911pmf.org
• You can ask a question
you want us to address
• View into parking lot and
during the planning
entry plaza of 9/11
process.
Pentagon Memorial
Education
•Visitor
Go crazy
– this Center.
template is just to help
get you started!
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Perspective:
Perspective:
Tell us your name or
Jim Laychak,
organization and
Executive Director,
something about your
Pentagon Memorial
perspective that you
Fund, Inc.
think is important.
Wk: 703.627.8071
• You can insert an
Email:
image, include links,
jlaychak@pentagonm
whatever is relevant to
emorial.org
your perspective
www.911pmf.org
• You can ask a question
you want us to address
• View from above Air
during the planning
Force Memorial. Facing
process.
east.
• Go crazy – this
• Completed 9/11
template is just to help
Pentagon Memorial
get you started!
Visitor Education Center
can be seen in
foreground with 9/11
Pentagon Memorial and
Pentagon further east on
other side of Rt. 27,
Washington Blvd.
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Perspective:
Sustainable Mobility
Tell us your name or
for Arlington County
organization and
something about your
We're an advocacy
perspective that you
organization working
think is important.
to ensure that
• You can inserthave
an
Arlingtonians
image, include links,
sustainable
whatever is relevant to
transportation
your perspective
options.

Pickup & drop-off, along with high
turnover parking create conflicts
crossing bike lanes.

Existing bike lanes are frequently
blocked, forcing people into traffic.
Few safe places for cyclists to cross Joyce from the
eastbound bike lanes to the shops at Pentagon Row.

• You can ask a question
you in
want
us to address
Biking
Pentagon
City
during
the
planning
sort of works for superprocess.
confident
cyclists but is far
too stressful for most
• Go crazy – this
people.
template is just to help
get you projects
started! like the
Upcoming

Army Navy Drive Complete
Streets project will provide
some low-stress routes,
but more are needed to
make a complete network
that gets people from their
homes to Parks, Dining,
Shopping, and Transit.
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Lots of cars means painted bike lanes only
comfortable for a small % of riders.

Perspective:
Sustainable Mobility
Tell us your name or
for Arlington County
organization and
something about your
We're an advocacy
perspective that you
organization working
think is important.
to ensure that
• You can inserthave
an
Arlingtonians
image, include links,
sustainable
whatever is relevant to
transportation
your perspective
options.

Pickup & drop-off create frequent
conflicts crossing bike lanes.

Existing bike lanes are frequently
blocked, forcing people into traffic.
High bus traffic, with bus stops on the far side of the
bike lane lead to frequent bus / bike conflicts.

• You can ask a question
you in
want
us to address
Biking
Pentagon
City
during
the
planning
sort of works for superprocess.
confident
cyclists but is far
too stressful for most
• Go crazy – this
people.
template is just to help
get you projects
started! like the
Upcoming

Army Navy Drive Complete
Streets project will provide
some low-stress routes,
but more are needed to
make a complete network
that gets people from their
homes to Parks, Dining,
Shopping, and Transit.

Lots of cars means painted bike lanes only
comfortable for a small % of riders.
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Perspective:
Sustainable Mobility
Tell us your name or
for Arlington County
organization and
something about your
We're an advocacy
perspective that you
organization working
think is important.
to ensure that
• You can inserthave
an
Arlingtonians
image, include links,
sustainable
whatever is relevant to
transportation
your perspective
options.
• You can ask a question
you in
want
us to address
Biking
Pentagon
City
during
the
planning
sort of works for superprocess.
confident
cyclists but is far
too stressful for most
• Go crazy – this
people.
template is just to help
get you projects
started! like the
Upcoming

Army Navy Drive Complete
Streets project will provide
some low-stress routes,
but more are needed to
make a complete network
that gets people from their
homes to Parks, Dining,
Shopping, and Transit.
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Gap in bike infrastructure on 15th St hinders
access to Amazon HQ2 from Riverhouse,
SFH neighborhoods of Aurora Highlands,
etc.

Perspective:
Sustainable Mobility
Tell us your name or
for Arlington County
organization and
something about your
We're an advocacy
perspective that you
organization working
think is important.
to ensure that
• You can inserthave
an
Arlingtonians
image, include links,
sustainable
whatever is relevant to
transportation
your perspective
options.
• You can ask a question
youthere
want are
us to
address
While
many
great
during
the
planning
walkable streetscapes in
process.
Pentagon
City, overall
connectivity for
• Go crazy – this
pedestrians is severely
template is just to help
constrained by super
get you started!
blocks and limited
opportunities to cross
barriers like I-395.
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Could we strengthen the pedestrian
connection between the Pentagon and the
neighborhood? Make the walk down Fern
pleasant and interesting with plantings, art
and making more space separate from
cars?

Workers at the Pentagon could better reach
Pentagon City businesses. Pentagon City
workers and residents could take better
advantage of Pentagon bus routes.

Perspective:
Sustainable Mobility
Tell us your name or
for Arlington County
organization and
something about your
We're an advocacy
perspective that you
organization working
think is important.
to ensure that
• You can inserthave
an
Arlingtonians
image, include links,
sustainable
whatever is relevant to
transportation
your perspective
options.
• You can ask a question
youthere
want are
us to
address
While
many
great
during
the
planning
walkable streetscapes in
process.
Pentagon
City, overall
connectivity for
• Go crazy – this
pedestrians is severely
template is just to help
constrained by super
get you started!
blocks and limited
opportunities to cross
barriers like I-395.
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Break up superblocks to add new
streets and/or new bike &
pedestrian trails to improve
connectivity and shorten trips.

Perspective:
Sustainable Mobility
Tell us your name or
for Arlington County
organization and
something about your
We're an advocacy
perspective that you
organization working
think is important.
to ensure that
• You can inserthave
an
Arlingtonians
image, include links,
sustainable
whatever is relevant to
transportation
your perspective
options.
• You can ask a question
you want
usistosuch
address
Pentagon
City
a
during
the
planning
great neighborhood for carfreeprocess.
and car-lite living. Can
we allow many more
• Go crazy – this
residential units to be built
template is just to help
in the study area so that
get you started!
our new neighbors can live
in a place where they can
work, live and play with a
low carbon footprint?
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Can we let new residential buildings be
built to make better use of spaces like
this so more neighbors can live so close
to transit, jobs, parks and shopping?

Through an intense
Perspective:
focus
on placemaking,
Tell
us
yourcultivates
name or
JBG SMITH
organization
and
vibrant,
amenity-rich,
something about your
walkable
perspective that you
neighborhoods
think is important.
throughout
the
Capital region
Our vision and aspirations
for Pentagon City are to
enliven the streetscape,
enhance parks and
greenspaces, and
introduce new experiential
retail to transform the area
into a diverse and inclusive
world-class urban
community with attractive
residential and commercial
neighborhoods.

This envisioned
perspective looking
northwest along South
Joyce St highlights a
number of these key
elements, including vibrant
street-front retail,
enhanced walkability, and
integrated infrastructure to
ensure pedestrian and
bicyclist safety.

As one of the largest
Perspective:
property
owners in the
Tell us
yourtoname
area,
we aim
create or
a
cohesive
neighborhood
organization
and
feel
by
improving
something about your
walkability
and integrating
perspective
that you
thoughtful varied
think is important.
architecture with open
green spaces and
rejuvenating biophilic
elements.
These enhancements will
solidify Pentagon City as a
dense, vibrant downtown
district with a mix of uses
for the enjoyment of
residents and visitors alike.
This potential view of
Grace Hopper Park looking
towards Virginia Highlands
Park highlights many
facets of our vision,
including the thoughtful
integration of new
buildings into the existing
context; open spaces
designed to be safe and
welcoming; and upgrading
and expanding existing
recreational areas.

